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For sustainable bung thread protection.
A new safety adapter provides the best protection for 2” NPT threads of drum
bung holes and all kinds of plastic bung mounting equipment. The new DM-55BTG
ThreadGuard™ from DRUM-MATES is a thread protection device that helps prevent
loss of use of plastic drums from damaged bung holes. It can pay for itself in its first
use by preventing equipment bung thread
destruction from cross-threading, wear or rough
handling. Process devices - some, very
expensive - such as plastic pumps, level
sensors, pH monitors, sensitive metering equipment, bung faucets,
funnels, etc. require regular replacement due to thread damage.
OEM equipment manufacturers supply the ThreadGuard™ to extend
useful equipment life and safeguard valuable equipment from loss.
Maintenance operators are constantly trying to prevent cross threading or
thread misalignment, that causes destruction of equipment, loss of drum
use and the subsequent need for drum or equipment replacement. The
new ThreadGuard™ stops all that, saving money, preventing costly
maintenance down-time, easing operator frustration and reducing other maintenance concerns, such as
spillage and cleanup. It enables much easier, speedier mounting of equipment and provides a stable platform
for equipment function. Operator and environmental exposure to noxious, toxic or dangerous fumes are also
limited by quicker mounting with this economical time-saver.
Available in plated steel and 316 stainless steel, the two inch NPT thread ThreadGuard™ allows users to
permanently mount the ThreadGuard™ ensuring the best sustainable thread protection over the service life of
the equipment. Easy tightening in drums, totes, tanks and other containers is permitted with it’s “Wide-Hex”
grip mounting feature. The 316 stainless steel model provides versatile use in most equipment applications
covering a very wide chemical compatibility range for laboratories and clean rooms, food, beverage,
pharmaceutical, chemical, cosmetic, bio-science, nuclear, aerospace, agricultural and other industries. An Npt
to Buttress coarse thread version is also offered for plastic or steel drums or IBCs-Tanks.
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